Everything You Need to Profit in This Market

The ULTIMATE Swing Trading Package

Package Features:
- Swing Scans for the Best Trading Candidates
- Two Outstanding Mechanical Strategies
- NEW Trade Master Educational Seminar
- The Swing Trade Report Newsletter

NEW Trade Master Series

The Complete Swing Trader:
Our latest Trade Master Series seminar shows you how to find the absolute best Swing Trades across the entire market. See details on pages 8-9.
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Hi. Ed Downs here… We’ve been building great trading products and learning about the markets for over 25 years. I must say, creating a great product for Spring 2015 was easy – thanks to the nature of this market! We know that the way to make money in any market, and especially THIS market, is to Swing Trade it!

The Ultimate Swing Trading Package has everything you need to Swing Trade successfully – a Great Dynamic List, Timely Signals, and World Class Education. It’s the result of years of study and market observation into what works best to capture quick, profitable moves.

The first key ingredient is a Scan. Why limit yourself to a static list of 100 or even 500 symbols when you can see all the best opportunities across the entire market?

The new Swing Scans deliver ideal Swing Trading candidates day after day. You don’t need to be an OmniScan subscriber to get Swing Scans – they are included in the Swing Package.

Next, you need Great Swing Trading Signals. Without a doubt, the best approach to generating consistent profits in volatile markets is “Reversion to Mean” or RTM. In this package we are including CTX-1 – our next generation mechanical Trading Strategy. Its raw mechanical performance is superb.

And wait until you see how well it works with RTM7 – our time-tested Strategy that has continued to perform in all conditions. These Signals are very profitable! With this package, OmniTrader and VisualTrader will serve them up, day after day.

With the Swing Package, you get more than targeted lists and superb swing trading strategies. Jeff Drake’s latest seminar, The Complete Swing Trader, will arm you with all the information you need to put these powerful components into action for consistent profits.

Our Swing seminar will bring you up to speed on the package and important swing trading concepts. But we know the way to lead you to victory is to provide frequent touches that are relevant to the market. That is why we are launching The Swing Trade Report, a timely digest published twice a week for a month. It’s just what you need to succeed - read about it on page 10!

All of these powerful ingredients make The Ultimate Swing Trading Package one of our most exciting offerings to date. We are making a very special offer for this package so that all our customers can learn to Swing Trade profitably. And of course, the package comes with our iron clad 100% money back guarantee.

The Ultimate Swing Trading Package is the ideal solution for those who want to take charge of their trading – especially in this market! But don’t delay. It is being offered at an incredible discount when you order by the deadline.

Sincerely,

Ed Downs
CEO and Founder
Nirvana Systems, Inc.
Swing Trading - the best way to make consistent profits in any market.

Today, thousands of traders are using Nirvana products to engage the market profitably. Some are Position Trading. Others are Day Trading in the currently volatile market. But we know that most of the really successful ones are Swing Trading. It's the best way to steadily build wealth at the lowest possible risk. In order to successfully apply the Art, we brought together everything you need in one great package:

- **Great Candidates**
  - to prospect with every day.

- **Great Strategies**
  - to optimize entries and exits.

- **Great Education**
  - on how to spot the movers and shakers!

In this mailer, we're going to show you precisely how we have combined the best tools at our disposal to create a KILLER package that anyone can understand and engage in their trading. Prepare to get excited as you find yourself making trades like the ones featured in this mailer.

You will soon discover that really great Swing trades are easy to find IF you have the right tools and education. And that's what we are here to provide. Let's explore each of these components to successful Swing Trading as we discover the awesome profit potential of this package.

**Anatomy of a Great Swing Trade**

The best Swing Trades come from a combination of (A) a great setup (B) a strong signal and (C) knowing which charts have the highest probability for success!

**With The Ultimate Swing Package, You Get it All!**

- Powerful Scans Identify the Prime Candidates.................4
- Intelligent Strategies for the Most Timely Entries and Exits......6
- Superb Education to Help You Quickly Learn the Art..............8

---

The best Swing Trades come from a combination of (A) a great setup (B) a strong signal and (C) knowing which charts have the highest probability for success!

- **Scan for Strength**
- **Swing Signal**
- **Manage Trade for Big Profit**
Get In the Zone...

Great Trades Come from Great Candidates

You can certainly trade the same chart every day. In fact, many traders who don't have OmniTrader or VisualTrader do precisely that! As a user of one of our platforms, you have a tremendous advantage.

OmniScan can identify the best setups for your trading platform to fire great Signals on. Not only does this process eliminate hours of work – it ensures that you trade the best candidates the market has to offer.

Our Swing Scans are fully automated – as you run OmniTrader each day it will produce a fresh list so Signals can be generated by the awesome RTM Strategies included in the Swing Package!

What We Scan For...

Our Swing Scans use similar conditions to the Strategies shown on pages 6-7, enhanced by specific trend considerations. This enables us to scan the entire market each day for great Swing Trading Candidates.

This chart for WERN was identified by our Bullish Swing Scan on February 3rd of this year. After this date, the stock picked up more than 12% in just over two weeks.

Never Miss Another Great Candidate!*

To the right is our OmniScan interface. Just select the Swing Scans and run the ToDo List to find the best Swing Trading ideas of the day.

*We are providing Swing Scans at no extra cost and you do not have to be an OmniScan subscriber to use it.
Great Opportunities Are Presented Every Day. Are YOU Taking Advantage of Them?

Scans enable us to identify great candidates from the entire market. A Scan is NOT a “Signal”. It’s a zone in which a Signal is likely to occur. Scanning the entire market gives us highly qualified candidates for our Swing Strategies to find the best entries on the hottest prospects. The examples below are representative of the prime candidates that are generated by the Swing Scans for the strategies to pinpoint the entries.

Swing Candidates identified on February 3, 2015:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>List</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SGMO</td>
<td>Sangamo Biosciences</td>
<td>Bullish Swing Scan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSP</td>
<td>Insperity</td>
<td>Bullish Swing Scan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COWN</td>
<td>Cowen Group</td>
<td>Bullish Swing Scan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRLD</td>
<td>World Acceptance</td>
<td>Bullish Swing Scan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRTX</td>
<td>Vertex</td>
<td>Bullish Swing Scan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUM</td>
<td>Humana</td>
<td>Bullish Swing Scan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTNT</td>
<td>Fortinet</td>
<td>Bullish Swing Scan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURL</td>
<td>Burlington Stores Inc</td>
<td>Bullish Swing Scan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCF</td>
<td>Contango Oil and Gas</td>
<td>Bearish Swing Scan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANH</td>
<td>Manhattan Associates</td>
<td>Bullish Swing Scan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRTN</td>
<td>Marten Trans</td>
<td>Bullish Swing Scan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNOW</td>
<td>Now Inc.</td>
<td>Bearish Swing Scan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introducing CTX-1
Our Newest Money Making Machine

Once we have the best setups in the market, we want to find the stocks that are poised to make the biggest gains. We are including two of our absolute best Trading Strategies in The Ultimate Swing Trading Package to hone in on the trades with the greatest potential.

CTX-1 is our latest Reversion to Mean (RTM) mechanical Trading Strategy. This strategy has previously only been available in OmniVest, but we are now releasing it, so that you can benefit from this strategy's outstanding performance.

CTX-1 does an exceptional job of finding optimal entries in the direction of the primary trend. By using a dynamic Profit Stop to take quick gains, the strategy posts consistent profits in any type of market.

CTX-1 Solid Gains Year after Year

CTX-1 shows steady gains with very small drawdowns for over 14 years! Even though the strategy only generates long trades, it shows remarkable performance even in bear markets.

As impressive as the strategy’s performance is on the stocks in the S&P 100, we’ll show you how to use these powerful Strategies with the new Swing Scans to really juice your trading results!
Powerful Strategies Fire the Best Swing Signals on the Planet!

Clearly, with Signals as strong as these, one could trade them mechanically. With this unique package you’re getting additional benefits…

The equity curves on these pages were generated on the static S&P 100 list. That’s a great way to show the power of the Signals. But it’s only the tip of the iceberg in terms of the actual profit potential of using them.

The Swing Scans will isolate the best candidates on a daily basis, and these Strategies will fire great Signals on them. With just a little education and coaching, you’ll find yourself making big gains by trading moves like the one to the right on GenCorp. This is the most powerful Swing Trading Package we have ever created.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>APR</th>
<th>Max Drawdown</th>
<th>Total Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RTM7</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>1,336%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTX-1</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>1,497%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>4,478%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RTM7 and CTX-1 Combine to Produce Serious Results!

You also get RTM7 in the Swing Package. When traded together, RTM7 and CTX-1 have a strong syneric relationship that produces amazing results.

In the equity curves to the right, you can see that both RTM7 and CTX-1 each produce steady returns on their own. When you combine the two strategies, you end up with more than double the return, with very comparable drawdowns.

Leveraging Great RTM Signals for Stellar Profits

Recently GenCorp (GY) fired a great CTX-1 Signal that was managed using the techniques taught in Jeff’s seminar. Learn all about it on page 8.

Swing Signal From CTX-1
Introducing the Complete Swing Trader – our latest installment in the popular Trade Master Series. In this episode, we cover how to take all of the powerful tools provided in the Ultimate Swing Trading Package and use them to find the best swing trades in the market. This dynamic seminar will make you a Swing Trading Master!

A Roadmap to Capturing Quick Profits in Any Market!

The Complete Swing Trader provides you with a complete approach to swing trading the best stocks in the market.

Jeff Drake, the creator of the popular Swing Trading for Consistent Profits course, has produced a seminar that makes swing trading as easy – and profitable – as possible.

In this information packed seminar, we will begin by looking at the advantages and flexibility offered by swing trading. We then look at the process used to find the absolute best swing trades. We first want to discern overall market sentiment to help us make practical trading decisions. Then, we will use the new Swing Scans to find the stocks that are currently in a great “swing zone”.

Once we have our list of hot swing stocks, we will use the potent strategies provided to bring the hottest stocks to our attention. By applying sound confirmation techniques, we can find the stocks that have the outright highest profit potential.

Learn to Confirm the Most Explosive Swing Trades

Learn How to Swing Trade Like a Pro with the Complete Swing Trader Seminar!
The seminar also looks closely at the trade management process. While we can use the exits that are supplied by the mechanical strategies, there are times when we can really juice our gains by manually managing the trade. Jeff will show you specific examples of taking control of the swing trade and capturing even greater profits.

But our Trade Master education doesn’t stop there. Our new Swing Trade Report newsletter (see page 10) will reinforce all of the seminar concepts – in the live market!

The Complete Swing Trader empowers you with the knowledge to take all of the powerful tools in this package and employ them to maximum effect. The seminar is valued at $495 but it is included in this incredible package offer - FREE!

Learn When to Stay with a Trade to Maximize Profits

You’ll learn when to take profits quickly and when to let your winners run. This dual pronged approach allows you to maximize your profits.

The Complete Swing Trader Highlights

In this information packed seminar you will learn:

- The Advantages of Swing Trading
- How to Assess Market Sentiment
- What Setups Lead to the Best Swing Trades
- How to Get High Accuracy AND High Profits
- How to Trade with Mechanical Strategies
- When to Use Discretion to Maximize Profits

…and much more!
We Help You Apply What You’ve Learned and MAKE MONEY!

Three times a week, we’ll take the concepts taught in the Complete Swing Trader and put them into action in the live market!

**Tuesday: The Swing Trade Report**  
**Thursday: The Swing Trade Report**  
**Friday: The Weekly Wrap-Up Video**

---

**THE WEEKLY WRAP-UP**

In addition to the semi-weekly Swing Trade Report, we also are providing a week-in-review video. Each Friday, we review what happened throughout the week, and get you ready to hit the ground running on the next Monday.

The Wrap-Up is designed to be concise, getting you the information you need with no extra filler. Jeff and his crew will review the week’s market behavior, and discuss strategies to maximize profits in those types of conditions. They’ll also help you identify exactly what to watch for in the week ahead.

---

**TRADE MASTER Series**

**Swing Trade with Us LIVE in the Market!**

The Swing Trade Report is published in PDF format and delivered to you every Tuesday and Thursday for a full month. In each issue, Jeff Drake and his swing trading team will give you the information you need to apply the Swing Trading Package LIVE in the market!

- **Timely Information Helps Make the Best Decisions in the Current Market**
  
The report will look at the daily fluctuations of the major indexes and determine where the broad market is likely to go.

- **Identify the Hottest Signals from our Swing Trading Strategies**
  
Jeff and his crew will evaluate each signal and publish their top 5 picks. They will comment on each pick and explain why they view these trades as the day’s top candidates.

- **Deeper insights from Trade Analysis**
  
Each week, we additionally highlight some trades that worked – and some that didn’t. This “look back” at prior trades helps us refine and improve our trading decisions.

- **Each issue also includes a Lesson of the Day**
  
Using the current market for examples, we will discuss topics which will help you expand your trading knowledge. Each lesson clearly explains the concept of the day and uses current market charts for illustration.

The Swing Trade Report will guide you to more profitable trading, and it’s yours when you buy The Ultimate Swing Trading Package!
The ULTIMATE Swing Trading Package